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Preface
Conﬁguration management (CM) plays a critical role in any technology development effort. I have been involved with implementing and supporting CM for
more than 25 years, and much of what I am about to discuss comes directly from
my own personal experience. I have implemented and supported each of these
CM practices, often with the agreement that I could be woken in the middle of
the night if my processes/automation did not work as expected. As an instructor, I have taught industry-strength CM tools to 900+ technology professionals
(again with the offer that they got my home phone number upon successfully
completing my class). My colleagues and students have consistently indicated
that my passion and love for this discipline has always been abundantly clear.
It is my view that conﬁguration management consists of six functional areas:
1. Source code management
2. Build engineering
3. Environment conﬁguration
4. Change control
5. Release engineering
6. Deployment
I have searched for, but never found, any single book (or even a series of
books) that covered all of these functional areas. Most CM books are either too
narrowly focused on one key area (such as building code with Ant) or so “ivory
tower” that they did not give me enough information on how to really implement these functions in a practical real-world environment. It’s nice to point out
the need to “maintain control of all configuration items,” but unless you tell me
exactly how to do that in a practical and realistic way, the advice is not truly usable. It is my intent both to cast a wide net on the CM practices that you need to
understand and to provide enough detail so that you know not only what each
CM function entails, but, just as important, how to implement each of the CM
functions. I expect that my readers will hold me to that commitment. The URL
of our supporting website is http://cmbestpractices.com.
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The Traditional Definition of Configuration
Management
Conﬁguration management, or in this context, software conﬁguration management (SCM), has a traditional deﬁnition consisting of four speciﬁc functions:
1. Conﬁguration identiﬁcation
2. Change control
3. Status accounting
4. Conﬁguration audit
These functions have long been described in industry standards and frameworks and obviously viewed as essential to any valid configuration management
effort. Although I agree completely that these functions are correct and essential,
I find their terminology to be difficult for many technology professionals to
understand and appreciate. In this book, I discuss the traditional CM functions,
and I suggest a framework for understanding and implementing configuration
management in a way that I believe reflects current industry practices. Specifically, I show the relationship between the four classic functions and the six functions of source code management, build engineering, environment configuration, change control, release engineering, and deployment, which I believe more
closely reflects the way that CM is actually done on a day-to-day basis. This is
an important focus of my efforts to make configuration management best practices more approachable and practical for technology professionals to enjoy as
part of their own process-improvement efforts.

Terminology and CM
Conﬁguration management, like many other disciplines, suffers from the use of
confusing terminology. I am not going to solve that problem in this book, but
I do endeavor to at least not make the situation worse. The acronym SCM has
been used to refer to both source code management and, more recently, software conﬁguration management. One of my most knowledgeable colleagues has
prevailed upon me to not make the situation worse, so I use the SCM acronym
only to refer to the broader software conﬁguration management, which is a specialization of conﬁguration management (as opposed to hardware conﬁguration
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management discussed in Chapter 8, “Hardware Conﬁguration Management”).
Similarly, the acronym CI is used to refer to both conﬁguration items and continuous integration. CM terminology can be quite confusing. I can’t do much
about the confusion caused by this dual use of CI as an acronym, as it is pervasive, but I do what I can to be as clear as possible. There are similar challenges
with regard to the terms conﬁguration control and release management. I do
my best to present a clear explanation of these terms and, more importantly,
explain how to implement these practices in a real-world setting. Once again, I
hope that you will join me online if you want to discuss the use of these terms
as well as their evolution. This is an exciting time for conﬁguration management
because many technology professionals are recognizing that CM impacts everything from IT service management (ITSM) to the entire Agile ALM. Whenever
possible, I endeavor to use the deﬁnitions in the IEEE’s SEVOCAB: Software
and Systems Engineering Vocabulary, which, at the time of this writing, can be
found at www.computer.org/sevocab.

Why I Love CM
I love CM because it is a creative and exciting endeavor that can signiﬁcantly
add value by improving quality and productivity in any technology project. Not
only do I discuss what I have learned, but I also relate the combined experience
of thousands of CM experts who have kindly shared their own expertise and
best practices with me over the years that I have been engaged in this work. I
owe each of these ﬁne colleagues a debt of gratitude for all that they have shared
with me. I have written and published many articles on conﬁguration management and thoroughly enjoyed the feedback that I have received (especially when
those supplying it disagreed with me and offered other practical approaches to
solving thorny CM-related problems). I anticipate that this book will also generate considerable interaction with my colleagues, especially through the supporting http://cmbestpractices.com website that I have created. Please visit this
website for up-to-date information on the topics that we discuss in this book
as well as to give me feedback about your own experiences with implementing
conﬁguration management.

Why I Wrote This Book
I wrote this book to share my expertise and experience with implementing all
aspects of CM in realistic business, engineering, and government environments.
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I hope that you ﬁnd this information to be practical, comprehensive, and helpful
in implementing CM in a variety of real-world situations.
Some topics in CM are evolving so quickly that writing a book on them
would be a daunting task. For example, as I write this Preface, my “day job” is
to implement IBM’s latest Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) solution,
which includes a brand new source code management and automated workflow
solution. Therefore, for this book, I discuss how to select a CM tool in only general terms, but restrict tool-specific comments to my supporting website (http://
cmbestpractices.com/tools) so that the information can be kept current and accurate. I also hope that you hold me accountable for the accuracy of every word
that I write because I have very strong personal views that CM is essential on
a moral, ethical, and theological basis. Although CM is not my “religion,” doing honest and high-quality work is certainly part of my religious belief system.
I also view spreading CM best practices as being a model for good corporate
citizenship. I have been very active in the virtual community that develops and
supports configuration management as well as other aspects of application development. On any given day, you can see technology professionals providing
each other with substantial assistance without regard for whether they work
for competing organizations. The community is truly culturally diverse, multilingual, and universal in its respect for and acceptance of others. I am proud to
be part of this work and wish my efforts to promote CM best practices to be
part of a wider movement to promote effective IT controls, responsible business
leadership, and good corporate citizenship resulting in greater services and value
for everyone who shares this increasingly tiny world that we live in. To say this
in another way, I believe that every government agency, financial services firm
(including banks, hedge funds, and insurance firms), along with firms that are in
the medical, pharmaceutical, and defense (and every other) industry should be
required to implement proper IT controls to protect the public who rely on their
services as well as shareholder value. I wrote this book, in part, to help transition this effort from being a burden to instead being a journey in improving
productivity and quality. It is my belief that implementing IT controls, including CM best practices, in a pragmatic way should result in higher profitability
for the members of the firms, their shareholders, and the public which depends
upon their services.

Classroom Materials
Students and college professors are also welcome to contact us with regard to
supporting materials (such as lecture slides, course curriculum, etc.) for the
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classroom. Where feasible, it is our intent to offer to visit and lecture in educational settings that adopt this book for classroom instruction purposes. Please
contact Leslie Sachs who will coordinate these efforts.

Who Should Read This Book
Technology professionals including development managers, system architects,
developers, systems engineers, hardware engineers, quality assurance, quality
engineering, operations engineers, and technology project managers will all
beneﬁt from the information in this book. CTOs, IT auditors, and corporate
managers will especially enjoy the sections on establishing IT controls and compliance. Whether you are an Agile enthusiast or working with a classic waterfall
lifecycle, this book will help you get your job done better. CM is all about good
corporate citizenship. The news media love to report instances of corporate
greed and incompetence among those who have a responsibility for providing
and maintaining technology for the public good. CM best practices help ensure
that the global economy runs smoothly, ATMs work correctly, air trafﬁc control
systems remain online, and so on. If you want your technology development efforts to be more efﬁcient and to yield higher-quality products, this book is for
you.

How to Read This Book
You should at least skim the Introduction because it will give you an overview of
the CM functions and their overall linkages. You should also feel free to skip to
the area that you need help with next. I have endeavored to write each chapter
so that it can be read and used separately. In practice, this has often been how I
implemented CM. For example, I have often skipped directly to solving the most
urgent problems (as indicated by the customer) without being rigid about the
order of implementing CM functions. That said, there are some dependencies,
and I do my best to describe them, too.

How This Book Is Organized
This book is organized into 14 chapters divided into four parts. Part I consists
of six chapters covering source code management, build engineering, change
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control, environment conﬁguration, release engineering, and deployment. Part
II covers architecture and hardware CM, and Part III covers the essential people
issues that you need to know to effectively implement CM best practices. Part IV
covers compliance and the standards (such as IEEE, ISO, EIA) and frameworks
(such as ITIL, Cobit, CMMI) needed to establish effective IT controls. What follows in the next section is a short description of each chapter.

Part I: The Core CM Best Practices Framework
Six chapters make up the core CM best practices framework.

Chapter 1: Source Code Management
Source code management is an essential starting point for any conﬁguration
management function. In this chapter, we discuss the requirements for an effective source code management effort and some of the core concepts. In source
code management, you make sure that you know where all the artifacts needed
by your application are located and that they are all properly identiﬁed and can
be managed effectively. If we were baking a cake, then source code management
would help you ensure that you have all the correct ingredients on hand and in
the proper amount.

Chapter 2: Build Engineering
Build engineering includes the compilation of all the conﬁguration items that
go into a release. Your build engineering practices need to be efﬁcient, reliable,
and repeatable. Build engineering also includes procedures for building in the
essential version IDs that are required for conﬁguration identiﬁcation. Build engineering involves mixing the batter and baking the cake itself.

Chapter 3: Environment Configuration
Environment conﬁguration involves handling the compile and runtime changes
necessary for the promotion of code from development to QA to production. It
also includes the conﬁguration and management of the requirements. Environment conﬁguration ensures that you have the shelf ready to show off the great
cake that you baked.

Chapter 4: Change Control
There are seven functions in change control: evaluating requests for change,
gatekeeping (such as promotion), conﬁguration control, emergency change control, process changes, advising on the downstream impact of a potential change,
and senior management oversite of change control. Change control decides
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when the cake is baked and ready to be taken from the oven and sent to the
happy person who will enjoy the cake.

Chapter 5: Release Management
Release management involves packaging the conﬁguration items into components that can be reliably promoted and deployed as needed. Release management is effectively putting your cake into the nice box with the open window so
that others can see and appreciate the ﬁne work that you have done.

Chapter 6: Deployment
Deployment should be a narrowly deﬁned function of promoting the prepackaged release to QA or production as needed. This is effectively putting your cake
on the truck to be delivered to your consumers. (Make sure that you get my
home address correct for delivery.)
This completes the first part of the book, covering what I view as being the
essential core CM competencies necessary for any CM function. I am really getting hungry now, so I have to stop using a cake as a metaphor for CM. The rest
of the chapters make up the eight supporting functions that are also important
for the implementation of an effective CM effort.

Part II: Architecture and Hardware CM
Architecture and hardware also are candidates for CM.

Chapter 7: Architecting Your Application for CM
This is an often-overlooked aspect of conﬁguration management and involves
recognizing the interrelationship between application architecture and conﬁguration management. The essential nature of CM is the same whether you are
implementing it on a mainframe or your favorite handheld device. But the actual
procedures will vary signiﬁcantly based on the architecture of your application.
So, implementing CM on a WINTEL platform may be very different from on
a UNIX/Linux platform using Java SOA or C++. This chapter is about understanding that relationship. This chapter is also about how CM helps implement
excellent architecture. CM best practices help your team to develop excellent
application and systems architecture.

Chapter 8: Hardware Configuration Management
I need to write an entire book on hardware conﬁguration management. There
just isn’t enough recognition of its value and importance in the CM ﬁeld. I have
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been frequently asked to write about hardware CM. This chapter begins what I
am sure will be a longer journey.

Part III: The People Side of CM
You can’t afford to ignore the people side of any business or organizational endeavor. CM is no different. I have been involved and observed many successful
efforts to implement CM best practices. In the situations where the results were
less than acceptable or even truly a failure, it was almost always due to people
issues. This chapter gives you very practical advice from real world experiences
on how to deal with the people side of CM. This is a very important part of the
book for your success.

Chapter 9: Rightsizing Your Processes
My whole career has been focused on implementing process improvement. I
have learned that too much process is just as bad as not enough. This chapter
is about ﬁnding the right balance and implementing just enough process to get
the job done.

Chapter 10: Overcoming Resistance to Change
Having a great process does not help anyone if you can’t get your team to accept
the process and actually start working in a new and better way. This chapter is
about overcoming resistance to change and getting the team to accept and enjoy
the new way of doing things.

Chapter 11: Personality and CM: A Psychologist Looks at the
Workplace
Leslie Sachs takes the lead in this chapter as she describes the essential people
skills that you need to be effective in implementing CM best practices. I get
scared when I read Leslie’s work because she seems to always be eavesdropping
on my conversations. Read this chapter if working with people is important to
you.

Chapter 12: Learning From Mistakes That I Have Made
I have made lots of mistakes in my career. I have achieved a lot, yet I have also
failed to achieve as much as I had hoped. But I have learned a lot from my own
mistakes, and this chapter is my effort to share some of my personal improvement efforts to learn from my own mistakes and shortcomings. This chapter
could have been its own book or perhaps the size of a small encyclopedia.
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Part IV: Compliance, Standards, and Frameworks
The book ends with the issues involved in establishing IT controls, complying
with regulations, and the use of industry standards and frameworks. Second
only to the people side of CM, understanding industry standards and frameworks is one of the most powerful capabilities that you need to master to successfully implement CM best practices. This information will also help you
overcome resistance to change because you will rightly be able to explain what
thousands (or perhaps hundreds of thousands) of other technology professionals have reviewed, debated and determined to be the ofﬁcial accepted industry
best practices.

Chapter 13: Establishing IT Controls and Compliance
Establishing IT controls and compliance is one of my own favorite topics. I like
to focus on using these efforts to improve quality and productivity while you are
also getting ready to pass your audit. IT controls and compliance is a really critical topic for many organizations, and I expect that if you need to meet industry
regulations, you will ﬁnd this information to be extremely valuable.

Chapter 14: Industry Standards and Frameworks
I strongly advocate the use of industry standards and frameworks, but I also
believe that much of what has been previously written is difﬁcult to understand
and even more difﬁcult to implement. I believe that those of us involved with
creating industry standards and frameworks need to write more practical material on how to actually implement standards and frameworks in a realistic and
pragmatic way. My focus, in this chapter, is on describing my own personal
journey with implementing process improvement using the guidance described
in standards and frameworks along with the essential skills of tailoring, harmonization, and operationalizing the published guidance. This might be the most
important chapter in the book, and I hope that you will give me your feedback
on your efforts to embrace and implement industry standards and frameworks.
Overall, I think that you want to focus on the ﬁrst part of this book to understand the core CM best practices and then read the remaining chapters of this
book in whatever order you choose to cover the topics that you have an immediate need for implementing within your organization.
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Introduction
In this Introduction, I brieﬂy introduce conﬁguration management (CM) and
some basic information on how you might approach implementing CM best
practices. It is common for organizations to focus on implementing only a very
narrow functional area to address a speciﬁc goal or problem. In practice, this
might be a perfectly ﬁne thing to do, but it is also important to understand how
each functional area of CM impacts the other. It has been my personal experience that CM consists of six functional areas, which I will describe below and
throughout this book. Implementing good CM is not easy and requires a considerable amount of hard work. This introduction will help us start our journey.

Conﬁguration Management Consists of Six Functional
Areas
The six core functional areas of CM are as follows:
1. Source code management
2. Build engineering
3. Environment conﬁguration
4. Change control
5. Release engineering
6. Deployment
Source code management involves the control of every piece of computer
code, including source, conﬁguration ﬁles, binaries, and all compile and runtime
dependencies. We usually refer to all these artifacts as conﬁguration items (CIs).1
The main goal of source code management is to effectively safeguard all
the project resources. I always called this locking down the code. Source code
1

Please don’t be confused by the fact that we will refer to continuous integration (CI)
with the same acronym.
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management also involves creating a permanent record of speciﬁc milestones in
the development process. This is known as baselining your code, and it is a critical CM function. Source code management also involves creating code variants
to successfully manage parallel development, bugﬁxes, and globally distributed
development. We discuss how to assess your source code management requirements and plan interventions to improve your source code management practices. We also look at how source code management is often overengineered,
resulting in unnecessary complexity and automation that does not work reliably.
Build engineering involves the selection of a speciﬁc variant in the code (e.g.,
baseline) to reliably compile, link, and package code components. Build engineering adds value by providing a repeatable process and the management of
(often complex) compile dependencies. We discuss how to implement effective
build engineering to help improve your team’s development process. We also
discuss the value of continuous integration (CI) versus the (usually) less-rigorous
nightly build.
Environment conﬁguration involves managing the compile and runtime dependencies that can often change as code is promoted from development to test
to production. Environment conﬁguration also involves managing the environments themselves often designated as development, test, integration and production.
There are different types of change control. The most commonly implemented change control practice is essentially a “gatekeeping” function that prevents
unauthorized releases from being promoted into production (or QA for that
matter). There is also a priori change control, whereby intended changes, to the
code, are reviewed (before they are made) and permission granted (or denied)
to make the proposed changes. We discuss when a priori change control is commonly used and when it is instead left to the project or development manager
as an implicit task. We also discuss the other types of change control that are
commonly seen in organizations. In all, I deﬁne seven different types of change
control. I also describe how they are commonly used in practice.
Release engineering involves the packaging and identiﬁcation of all the components built in the build engineering function. This is somewhat different in a
corporate IT function versus a software vendor. We initially focus on corporate
release management in a corporate IT environment, and then discuss how this
differs slightly for a software vendor (e.g., deploying packaged releases to customers). Deployment involves the staging and promotion of packaged releases
and, in an IT organization, is usually performed by the operations team. Deployment also involves the monitoring of the production (and QA) environments
to conﬁrm that there are no unauthorized changes. Deployment for a software
vendor usually refers to delivering the packaged release to a customer along with
the requirement to manage updates and patches as needed.

Conﬁguration Management Consists of Six Functional Areas

All of these functions are part of a comprehensive discipline that is known
as conﬁguration management (CM). Software conﬁguration management is a
specialization of CM. Equally important and frequently overlooked is hardware
CM, which we discuss in Chapter 8, “Hardware Conﬁguration Management.”

Understanding the Linkages
The six functional areas of conﬁguration management impact each other in
many ways. Build engineering is almost impossible to do well without effective
source code management practices. Release management just won’t happen if
your releases are not built correctly, especially in terms of identifying all conﬁguration items, as we describe in Chapter 2, “Build Engineering.” Environment
conﬁguration impacts build engineering, release management, and deployment.
Of course, deployment is almost impossible if the releases are not packaged correctly. All of these functional areas are impacted by change control best practices. For example, an effective change control board (CCB) will review the
CM plan and release management automation before giving permission for the
release to be approved. We discuss change control best practices in Chapter 4,
“Change Control,” including after-action reviews to ascertain whether mistakes
could be avoided by improving any of these conﬁguration management best
practices.

The Traditional View of Conﬁguration Management
My colleagues rightly remind me that conﬁguration management is deﬁned as
follows:
●

Conﬁguration identiﬁcation

●

Change control

●

Status accounting

●

Conﬁguration audit

They are absolutely correct, and I am not changing the substance of conﬁguration management, but I believe that the terminology used in traditional
CM is less than clear and, in this book, I seek to make the terminology that
describes conﬁguration management compelling. Generally, I jab back by challenging them to give me a clear and sensible deﬁnition for status accounting. In
my opinion, the terms conﬁguration identiﬁcation and conﬁguration audits are
not much more intuitive. On the other hand, most developers have a basic idea
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of what’s involved with source code management, build engineering, and release
management. Let’s bridge the gap with the traditional terminology and then
dive deeper into CM.
Conﬁguration identiﬁcation refers to providing a speciﬁc and unique identity
to each artifact for the purposes of tracking conﬁguration items (e.g., source
code, binaries, documents, conﬁg ﬁles). I have an entire chapter on change control, which I deﬁne as being composed of seven functions. Status accounting (my
least favorite term) refers to tracking the status of a conﬁguration item throughout its lifecycle. Configuration audits refer to being able to inspect and identify
the exact version of any conﬁguration item. In my opinion, CM experts need to
make this terminology easier to understand and use on a day-to-day basis.
For example, conﬁguration identiﬁcation is actually accomplished by naming the components, streams, and subdirectories (folders) in your source code
management tool in a logical and intuitive way. Build engineering best practices
enable you to embed version IDs in binary conﬁguration items (it also facilitates
conﬁguration audits), and many build tools, such as Maven, help you to organize your code in a logical and sensible way. Release management also involves
conﬁguration identiﬁcation in that you must name your release packages in a
clear and consistent way.
Status accounting involves tracking the status of a conﬁguration item throughout its lifecycle. In practice, many source code management solutions are integrated with requirements and defect tracking systems (if not already built in)
so that you can easily trace the evolution of a component from its requirement
(or perhaps defect record) all the way through to its deployment. Conﬁguration
audit mean that you know exactly which version of the code is running in production (or QA). Unfortunately, many technology professionals cannot identify
the exact version of a binary conﬁguration item after the code leaves the source
code management tool. In my world, you need to be able to tell me the exact
version of the code that is running in production (or QA) and be able to retrieve
the exact version of the source code used to build it so that you can also create
a sandbox (in a source code management tool) and make a small change to the
code—without any chance of the code regressing due to the wrong version of a
header ﬁle or other dependency. If you can’t do that today, you have come to
the right place!
The ﬁrst six chapters of the book make up Part I, “The Core CM Best Practices Framework,” which describes the core functions in conﬁguration management. I describe how the six core functions relate to the traditional view of CM.
I also cover a number of other essential topics in Chapters 7 through 14, which
are presented in Parts II through IV. Here is a description of these sections.
The second part of the book, Part II, “Architecture and Hardware CM,”
deals with understanding the impact of architecture on CM best practices and

The Goals of Good CM

the impact of CM on architecture itself. In Chapter 8, we discuss hardware CM,
which should really be a book on its own.
Part III, “The People Side of CM,” covers the essential “people” issues that
you need to understand to be effective in implementing CM best practices. Many
process improvement efforts fail because these issues are often overlooked. The
chapters in this section are as follows:
●

Chapter 9, “Rightsizing Your Processes”

●

Chapter 10, “Overcoming Resistance to Change”

●

Chapter 11, “Personality and CM: A Psychologist Looks at the Workplace”

●

Chapter 12, “Learning From Mistakes That I Have Made”

Part IV, “Compliance, Standards, and Frameworks,” is the last section of this
book and covers establishing IT controls and issues related to compliance, with
Chapter 14 explaining the standards and frameworks that are essential for you
to know to establish CM best practices:
●

Chapter 13, “Establishing IT Controls and Compliance”

●

Chapter 14, “Industry Standards and Frameworks”

The Goals of Good CM
I believe that there are three basic goals that any CM effort must accomplish.
The ﬁrst is that all code that has been deployed to production (or QA) must be
easily identiﬁable. In CM terminology, we call this a conﬁguration audit. That
means that you can easily conﬁrm that you know the exact versions of all conﬁguration items in production (with absolute certainty). The second goal is that
you can retrieve the exact version of all source code (and other conﬁguration
items) used to create that release (without having to resort to “heroic” efforts).
Finally, you must be able to create a workspace (often called a sandbox) to make
a small “bugﬁx” without any chance of the code regressing due to the wrong
version of a header ﬁle (or other dependency). If you can’t do these three things,
your CM practices need some improvement. The good news is that we describe
exactly how to accomplish these goals in practical and realistic terms.
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